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“Good Afternoon” Greeting



What is Responsive Classroom? 

- An research-based approach to 
teaching that helps to:
- Build positive relationships with 

and among students
- Provide meaningful and engaging 

academic experiences 



What does that look like at SSA? 

★ Morning Meeting
- Morning Message
- Greeting
- Share
- Activity 

★ Quiet Time
★ Energizers/Brain Boost
★ Closing Circle 





Video



What does that look like at SSA? 

★ Teacher Language
○ “I notice…” 
○ “Please remind us…” 
○ “ How can we keep this safe and fun for 

everyone?”

★ Logical Consequences
★ Problem Solving 

Conferences









What does that look like at SSA? 

★ Academics in 
Morning Meeting
○ Specialists join 

meetings, too! 
★ Academic Choice

○ Autonomy over ways to 
demonstrate learning



Academic Choice
Goal: Explain all of the steps of regrouping- the 

HOW and the WHY
Base 10 Blocks Clay Poster

- Choose one of the problems 
to demonstrate

- Build the problem with base 
10 blocks- be sure to label 
each number

- Demonstrate how and why 
to regroup

- Show the answer

- Choose one of the problems 
to demonstrate

- Build the problem with clay- 
be sure to label each 
number

- Demonstrate how and why 
to regroup

- Show the answer

- Choose one of the problems 
to demonstrate

- Draw and label a step by 
step model on your poster

- Use thought bubbles or 
other creative ways to show 
how and why to regroup

- Show the answer

1. Practice to self
2. Practice to teacher
3. Record on SeeSaw 

1. Practice to self
2. Practice to teacher
3. Record on SeeSaw 

1. Take a photo
2. Post on SeeSaw 



Pictures of finished products 



What does that look like at SSA? 

★ Hopes and Dreams 
★ High expectations and a path to 

meet those expectations
★ Class Rule Creation
★ Modeling
★ Direct Teaching of Social Skills 

○ Group work
○ Partners 
○ Problem solving   



Hopes 
and 

Dreams



Closing Circle (ish)


